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Saturday, Aug. 6, '22
Casino Night
@The Royal at Stovehouse
3414 Governors Dr., SW
Benefiting the programs of Huntsville-Madison County Senior Center. More information
and to purchase tickets visit: www.bidpal.
net/casinonight22
Time: 6:30-10pm
Mondays until Aug., 8, '22
Concerts in the Park
@Big Spring Park
A summer tradition at Huntsville Museum of
Art's outdoor stage. Food trucks and vendors
will be onsite. Music is a mix of genres from
rock, folk, country and so much more. See
the local music line up at www.artshuntsville.org/concerts-in-the-park
Time: 6:30-8:30pm
Cost: Free
Recurring weekly on Saturdays
Sanctuary Huntsville's MakerSpace
@Sanctuary Huntsville,
3305 Governors Dr SW, 35805
Sanctuary Huntsville has introduced a
Maker Marketplace for people to sell their
creations and handcrafted items.
Time: 10am – 3pm
Cost: No Admission charged
www.sanctuaryhsv.com/marketplace-1
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We are the only Trampoline and
Tumbling Program in North Alabama!

2018 Trampoline and Tumbling
Club of the Year by USA Gymnastics
Homeschool Classes
Recreational and Competitive Classes
Contact us today to schedule your

FREE TRIAL CLASS
Call or Text 256-701-4581
Or Contact Cara Merino
Email: mtgahsv@gmail.com
Web: www.mtgahsv.com
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Select Saturdays
Create Saturdays
@The Huntsville Museum of Art
Families and children are invited to participate in interactive art making geared
for families with children ages 3 and
up. Reservations are required, on a first
come, first served basis.
Time: 11AM and 1PM
Cost: Free
www.hsvmuseum.org/academy/drop-increate
Sat., Aug. 27, '22
44th Annual Kiwanis Pancake Day
@Huntsville High School Cafeteria
Featuring pancakes, syrup, and butter;
sausage; milk, orange juice, coffee with
or without, creamer and sweeteners.
Time: 7am-Noon
Cost: $7 in advance / $8 at the door
kcohpancakes2022@gmail.com
Now Until Sept. 3, '22
Stickwork by Patrick Dougherty
@Huntsville Botanical Garden
A novel art form of massive scale built
from local sapling branches. Come explore this giant structure that twists and
turns in the garden.
Time: 9am-5pm, Sun., 11am-5pm
Cost: Admission charged
www.hsvbg.org/stickwork
Sun., Sept. 4, '22
@200 Church St, 35801
See Kenny Anderson's article: Jazz in
the Park Returns! Performers include:
Jemison High Jazz Band, John Stoddart,
and Ragan Whiteside.
Time: 5pm
Cost: Free
www.facebook.com/jazzhuntsville
Fridays through October 21, '22
Food Trailers vs Food Trucks
Food Trailers – 1st Friday of
Every Month
Food Trucks – 3rd Friday of
Every Month
Please visit the website for date exceptions and more information.
Time: 5-9pm
www.downtownhuntsville.org/foodtrucksandtrailers

FARMERS MARKETS:
Open air markets for fresh, locally-grown
produce, herbs, flowers, meat and eggs. Additionally, artisans, musicians, cooks and other
special events. Visit each market's website to
learn more. Certain Holidays will see the markets closed. Cost is free to browse.
Tuesdays until Aug., 30, '22
Latham Market
@Latham United Methodist Church
109 Weatherly Rd 35803
Time: 3-6pm
www.lathamumc.org/serve/lathammarket
Thursdays until Oct., 27, '22
Greene Street Market
@Corner of 304 Eustis Ave
Time: 4-8pm
www.greenestreetmarket.com
Fridays until Nov., 11, '22
Oakwood Farms Market
@5001 Adventist Boulevard NW
Time: Noon-4pm
www.youroakwoodfarms.com
Saturdays until Sept. 3rd, '22
Bailey Cove Farmers Market
@Thomas Episcopal Church,
12200 Bailey Cove Rd.
Time: 8am-Noon
www.facebook.com/bcfarmersmarket
Saturdays until Oct. 22, '22
Outdoor Market
@Lowe Mill Arts & Entertainment
2211 Seminole Dr., 35805
Time: 11am-4pm
www.lowemill.art/outdoor-market
Sundays until Nov. 13, '22
Market at Midcity
@The Camp
5909 University Drive, 35806
Time: 1-5pm
www.explorethecamp.com/market

Augus�

At the time this magazine went to print, all event times and locations for the
following events were accurate, but please check event websites for the most current
information. Some events may have been postponed or canceled.
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HAPPY August,
Welcome to August and
back to school, please drive
carefully. We wish every
student a successful year.
Summer practices are beginning for our favorite
football teams, both college
and professional.
This month's feature is Jeremy and Meggan Sanders
from All Clean; a heartwarming story that we know you
will enjoy.
A big welcome to: 1-800 Plumber +Air and Rebecca Winters
Attorney-At-Law, you will find their articles inside this issue.
From Janice Kern, Relationally Yours Owner, looking for:
Relational Caregiver Based in South Huntsville. We are looking for people who have a love for senior citizens, people who
are kind, punctual, trustworthy and relational. We will not be
bathing or giving medication, because we spend time focusing
on the relational needs of seniors and their families. When possible, employees will be given clients near their residence (or chosen location) to help lower travel costs. Please visit the website
www.RelationallyYours.com to complete the application.
The 44th Kiwanis Club Annual Pancake Breakfast will be held
at Huntsville High, please check out this month's calendar to learn
more..
Please visit our sponsors. Let them know you saw them in South
Huntsville Neighbors.
See you next month,

Suzanne and Bob

EXPERT CONTRIBUTOR:
Dr. Charles Lee, MD
Regenesis Stem Cell Center
(256) 715-8193
www.regenesisstemcell.com
To learn more about becoming an expert contributor,
or sponsorship, contact Bob Druckman at
bdruckman@bestversionmedia.com or phone 256-714- 5155.
Any content, resident submissions, guest columns, advertisements and
advertorials are not necessarily endorsed by or represent the views of
Best Version Media (BVM) or any municipality, homeowners associations,
businesses or organizations that this publication serves. BVM is not
responsible for the reliability, suitability or timeliness of any content
submitted. All content submitted is done so at the sole discretion of the
submitting party. © 2022 Best Version Media. All rights reserved.

– South Huntsville Neighbors
bestversionmedia.com

Assisting senior citizens and
their families with personalized
support and companionship

Relationally
Yours

LLC

256.503.9384

JANICE KERN - Owner
janice@relationallyyours.com
relationallyyours.com
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The Sky Is Falling, the Sky Is Falling . . . No It Is Not
By Elisa Ferrell, School Board Representative District 3

My dad was a great storyteller and the best with bedtime stories.
Whether he was making a story up as he went or reading my sisters
and me a book, he had this steady, almost monotone voice that was
reassuring, and sleep-inducing, the ultimate goal of the bedtime story. When dad would read with voice inflection, you paid attention
because that didn’t happen often. For instance, mimicking Chicken
Little squawking that the “sky is falling, the sky is falling” because
he got hit on the head with an acorn.
Chicken Little wasn’t from Huntsville, because if he was, he would
know the sky doesn’t fall, stuff does. When it does, we all head to
our backyards with telescopes to watch the show. We have heard
a lot about the sky falling in education. The Great Resignation, no
teachers, no hope for the future . . .the sky is falling, the sky is falling. There was a need for concern, but I am happy to say the Great
Re-engagement is in full gear, and the great resignation is diminishing into the past.
The last three years are probably the hardest years for teachers in
modern history. It took a toll on our teachers physically, emotionally, and mentally. Huntsville City Schools (HCS) looked for ways
to encourage and help. Ethics laws prevent us from giving teachers bonuses, but we can give stipends for things like professional
development on learning loss, and we did. The State of Alabama

reworked the salary matrix and gave salary increases across the
board. They also extended the steps for each year of service, so now
our veteran teachers don’t max out on the salary matrix until their
35th year. HCS added to the matrix to make sure our teachers were
well compensated. We have the highest teacher salaries in North
Alabama and among the highest in the state.
Money isn’t everything though. Time is valuable as well. Our administrative staff is dedicated to our schools and our teachers. They
are always looking for new ways to help. Time was something everyone needed more of. Making the last day of school a half-day
so teachers can use the extra time to pack their rooms greatly impacted recovered time and morale. Expect to see more teacher time
retrieved in the future.
There is an old saying “the proof is in the pudding.” Proof that the
Great Re-engagement is working can be found in our hiring. We
employ roughly 2500 people directly and through contract. This
year we have fewer positions to fill before school starts than in
years before. That is what you call progress, re-engagement. You
might hear alarmists tell you the sky is falling, but we know the sky
doesn’t fall. It is just their perception of the stuff they see, an acorn,
and not the big picture everyone else sees. The sky is where it has
always been, and it is looking clear and blue as can be.

Creating A Unique,
Memorable and
Stress-Free Experience

Nastasha V Verkest
Certified Professional Wedding Planner
EVENT PLANNING AND DESIGN

taveweddingandevents.com
256-617-9506 • weddingbellsnv@yahoo.com

ALL SERVICES 100% FREE

Helping seniors
and their
families locate the
best retirement
community
for their needs.
(205) 532-2689

Makayla Melvin, Placement Specialist
www.seniorplacementservicesllc.com
makayla@seniorplacementservicesllc.com

INDEPENDENT LIVING • ASSISTED LIVING • MEMORY CARE
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Jazz in the Park Returns

By Kenny Anderson, Director Office of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion City Of Huntsville
Jazz in the Park, Huntsville (JITPH) has become one of the hottest
summer concert series in Huntsville-Madison County. JITPH began
as a collaboration between the City of Huntsville Office of Multicultural Affairs (now Diversity, Equity & Inclusion) and Magic
City Smooth Jazz (MCSJ), a non-profit organization dedicated to
promoting free concerts and cultural activities under the leadership
of Executive Director Bernard Lockhart. JITPH began in 2015 as
a spin-off of the popular Jazz in the Park summer series hosted by
MCSJ in Birmingham and other selected cities. Jazz in the Park,
Huntsville is held every Sunday in September from 5-9 pm in Big
Spring Park East, and the concerts are free to the public. Since its
inception, we’ve hosted 18 concerts featuring 42 artists (including
local, national recording and Grammy award winning artists) reaching a diverse crowd of about 6,000 people per concert. The 2020
JITPH concert series was canceled due to the COVID pandemic,
and we had a virtual event in 2021, but I’m happy to inform you that
we will be returning to Big Spring Park East (for three shows) and
the Orion Amphitheatre (for one show) this year!
The 2022 series will kick off on Sunday, September 4, 2022 in Big
Spring Park East, followed by a September 11 bonus concert at the
Orion Amphitheatre before returning to Big Spring Park East on Sep-

tember 18 and 25. We will once again look for music from our local
middle and high school jazz bands, music education masterclasses
by some of our opening and headline performers and the establishment of the Bernard Lockhart Music Education Scholarship in honor
of Bernard, the founder of Jazz in the Park, who died from COVID
in December 2020. We are doing everything that we can to continue
his legacy of providing high quality, free concerts to the community,
and I am inviting you to partner with us on the success of this effort.
The schedule of performers is as follows:
Sunday, Sept. 4
Big Spring Park East
5pm Jemison High Jazz Band
6 pm John Stoddart
7:30 pm Ragan Whiteside
Sunday, Sept 11
The Orion Amphitheater
Guest Celebrity MC – Jonathan Slocumb
5 pm Alabama Institute for the Deaf and Blind Band
6 pm Jeff Ryan
7:30 pm Matthew Whitaker
Sunday, Sept. 18
Big Spring Park East
5 pm Columbia High School Jazz Band
6 pm Gino Rosaria
7:30pm Adam Hawley
Sunday, Sept. 25
Big Spring Park East
5 pm Grissom High School Jazz Band
6 pm Dee Lucas
7:30 pm Phil Denny
There will be food trucks, and all concerts are free!
For information: Kenny Anderson at
kenny.anderson@huntsvilleal.gov

Lisa Philippart LPC LLC

NCC, BCPCC, BC-TMH

Licensed Professional Counselor

LIVING LIFE COUNSELING CENTER
44 Hughes Rd, Suite 1050, Madison, AL 35758
256.326.0909 (Cell)
256.631.7898 (Office)
256.542.3366 (Fax)
urlifematters@hotmail.com or
Lisa.P@livinglifecounselingctr.com
livinglifecounselingctr.com

11317 S. Memorial Parkway, Huntsville, AL.35803

256.883.1204

www.ceramicharmony.com
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PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: Alabama Counseling Association (ALCA),

American Association of Christian Counselors (AACC), National Board of Certified
Counselors (NBCC) • Chi Sigma Iota (CSI), Active Minds Advisor at Athens State University
Most Major
Insurances Accepted

Online or In-Person
Meetings Available
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Only HSP-Therapist
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Travel Is Back!
By Marianne Windham, Windham Travel and Leisure
Happy Summer! In this month’s issue of South Huntsville Neighbors, I am pleased to recap the following:
International Travel Is Back! We ALL celebrated the much anticipated news that the CDC ended the requirement to show a negative
COVID-19 viral test before returning back to the United States from
international travels. Hip Hip Hooray!
This news came just a week before my husband Darin and I departed for a vacation to Cancun. It is no surprise that many of our clients
like to visit Mexico often. From Huntsville (HSV), we are fortunate
to have shorter travel times to popular international destinations like
Mexico and Jamaica. We can board a flight early morning, and arrive there by lunch. For this reason, these destinations are two of the
easy choices for quick getaways and group gatherings.
Speaking of gatherings, let’s touch on all-inclusive resorts for destination weddings and other group celebrations. This is an amazing and very cost-effective way to gather together. To highlight the
wonderful inclusions that make for an unforgettable celebration experience; I will use Secrets Resorts (one of our favorite adults-only
resort partners) as a prime example. There, guests immerse themselves in luxury, where everything is included. Elegantly appointed
rooms and suites, with 24-hour concierge and room services, multiple gourmet restaurants and lounges serving top-shelf spirits, elegant amenities and endless day and evening activities, provide the
ultimate backdrop for unparalleled pampering and lasting memories
for couples and honeymooners.
Secrets Unlimited-Luxury® experience includes:
• Limitless access to gourmet à la carte dining options without
reservations required
• Unlimited international and domestic top-shelf spirits
• Unlimited natural fruit juices and soft drinks
• 24-hour room and concierge services
• Pool and beach wait service
• Daily refreshed mini-bar with soft drinks, juice, bottled water
and beer
• Daily maid service
• Endless daytime activities and live nightly entertainment
• Theme parties, oceanfront bars and entertainment venues
• No wristbands required
Of course, there are also several brands of all-inclusive options for
families, which offer many of the amenities above-but also activities for kids, as well as designated children’s pools and play areas.
bestversionmedia.com

And for destination weddings and multi-generational vacations,
you also have options for adjacent sister properties. Both the adult
and family resorts are in close proximity for everyone’s comfort
and convenience.
For anyone who longs for a truly relaxing escape in a secure environment, where everything is taken care of up front, an all-inclusive
resort can be the ultimate vacation. Darin and I thoroughly enjoyed
our much needed escape together in June. There is not a single person I know, who does not long for this type of respite once in a while.
And finally, I was SO excited to have our wonderful colleague Corrie Spearing Christian attend the conference with me this Summer.
She owns 333 Designs, offering floral design and wedding planning. We are thrilled she is part of the Windham Travel & Leisure
team as “Travel with Coco.” We had an amazing time visiting Secrets and Dreams in Playa Mujeres, as well as Secrets the Vine in
Cancun. After not being able to meet with colleagues and travel
suppliers in the past 30+ months, it was a very welcome and productive gathering of travel professionals; with in-person updates
and new offerings from many of our favorite land and cruise partners and special destination suppliers. Again, TRAVEL is back!
We are BUSY! Tell us what’s on YOUR “bucket list,” and we will
make it happen! Email www.windhamtravelandleisure.com or
call 256-652-3232
Travel not to find yourself, but to remember who you've been all along.

CURATOR OF CUSTOM TRAVEL

"What's on YOUR
"Bucket List"?
MARIANNE WINDHAM - Owner & Travel Advisor
Mobile 256.652.3232
marianne@windhamtravelandleisure.com
www.windhamtravelandleisure.com
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PaPPo’s Pizzeria & Pub NOW OPEN in South Huntsville, Alabama
By Chris Galloway, PaPPo's Pizzeria

Photo Credit: Jamie Galloway

What do you get when one of the fastest growing pizzerias in the
country opens in one of the fastest growing Cities in the United
States? For Pappo's Chris Galloway and the Galloway family,
hopefully great success especially for Pappo’s oldest son, Jamie
Galloway. Jamie moved his family from Nashville to Huntsville to
be PaPPo’s Pizzeria & Pub’s Operating Partner at the new restaurant. According to Jamie, “PaPPo’s is a much sought-after concept
with pizza connoisseurs, as well as local officials, literally always
trying to lure PaPPo’s to come to their city; and I’m super stoked to
be a part of PaPPo’s Huntsville.”
So, why did PaPPo’s choose to expand to Huntsville? “Pappo's
has a long-time connection to the folks at Rosie’s Cantina. They
literally invited us to come down to a beautiful restaurant space
in the Rosie’s Plaza off Memorial Pkwy SW,” said Jamie Galloway. PaPPo’s has signed a long-term lease with Casa Holdings at
7540 Memorial Pkwy SW. Casa Holdings, LLC representative,
Dana Prescott, states “We are so excited to have PaPPo’s in the
Rosie’s Plaza in South Huntsville. We felt PaPPo’s would fit well in
the Plaza alongside Rosie’s, and we wanted to bring something to
Huntsville that is really special.” PaPPo’s was established in 2012
with the first location in Springfield, Missouri and is currently headquartered at The Lake Ozarks, in Missouri. With 11 corporate and
Franchise locations in Missouri and Illinois either open or opening

“Emergency Care When You Need It The Most”
Trusted Emergency Pet Care Since 1995

EMERGENCY AND CRITICAL PET CARE
We Welcome Animals Of All Varieties
State Of The Art Equipment and Facilities
OUR VETERINARIANS
Danielle Bell DVM- Associate Veterinarian
Kathryn Gaub DVM MPH- Associate Veterinarian
Kaisha Pritchett DVM- Associate Veterinarian
Paula Reisdorff DVM- Associate Veterinarian
Dawn Tucker DVM- Associate Veterinarian

PHONE:

(256) 533-7600
FAX: (256) 519-6402

2112 Memorial Parkway SW
Huntsville, AL 35801
www.animalercriticalcare.com

24 Hours of Care • 7 Days a Week
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soon, PaPPo’s is expanding and plans to open two additional locations in the Huntsville area. According to Pappo's Chris, “We want
to grow, but we want to do it in a way that preserves the quality and
service that PaPPo’s is known for."
What is all the fuss about and what is so different about PaPPo’s?
According to Jamie, “Pappo grew up in an Italian family and he has
been in the pizza business for 40 years. He felt that the pizza business had gone the way of premade highly processed ingredients.
So, my dad decided to make everything like his Italian Grandparents and mother Joan did, the real and freshly made Italian food he
grew up eating and loving as a kid. So, everything is super fresh,
almost entirely made from scratch including hand rolled fermented
pizza dough, eight pizza Sauces, 45 toppings, all salad dressings, all
wing sauces, as well as PaPPo’s bread baked fresh all day. Meats
are fresh, made in house, never frozen. Italian sausage without fillers, ground chuck, slow roasted pork, roasted hormone free chicken
breast and jumbo wings are double baked in house.” According to
reviews found online, Brown Butter Chocolate Chip cookies are
held at a “cult like” status at PaPPo’s! Made in-house with real
Ghirardelli Chocolates sprinkled with sea salt; they are savory and
not too sweet and served warm to the table. According to PaPPo’s
social media, PaPPo’s sells over 1200 cookies a day!
PaPPo’s also features a wide selection of Craft Beer with many local favorites. PaPPo’s Huntsville will have 32 taps including four
Nitro taps for the Craft Beer crowd. PaPPo’s also has their own
“house beers” which will be distributed through an Alabama Distributor. According to local beer Distributors, Huntsville is the #1
Craft Beer market in the entire State of Alabama. Craft beer lovers
will certainly find a home at PaPPo’s with pints, snifters, flights as
well as growlers to go.
Established in 2012 in Springfield, MO, each PaPPo’s is adapted to
fit the space and the local market. With varying décor and layouts,
each location garners its own unique personality. PaPPo’s Pizzeria & Pubs are known for knowledgeable and super friendly staff
members, and Owners and Managers who live in and become part
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of the local community. PaPPo's attributes their ability to attract
high caliber staff, to treating people fairly, challenging them, encouraging them to grow and allowing them to make great money. In
addition, employees have tons of opportunity to move up within a
growing company including potentially owning their own PaPPo’s
Franchise.
PaPPo’s new Huntsville location has several dining rooms, including a party room, outside patio, and a full custom designed bar.
Happy hour is Monday-Friday 3pm to 6pm. The environment at
PaPPo’s is described as relaxed, fun, earthy with wood paneling
throughout, plenty of TV’s and a great selection of music from Tom
Petty to David Bowie. PaPPo’s will have a broad selection of sporting events on 26 big screen TV’s. Perfect for the big Alabama or
Auburn games Reservations for large parties will be available on a
first come first serve basis for parties of up to 60 people, held with
a deposit.
In 2020, PaPPo’s started Pizza4Heroes. Pizza4Heroes enables folks
to donate money in collaboration with PaPPo’s to deliver pizzas to
Heroes in the local market, such as first responders.
“We cannot possibly express how excited I am to be opening in
Huntsville, and we appreciate the very warm welcome we have received," said Pappo Chris. “Our entire PaPPo’s family is so pumped
to serve the good folks of Huntsville! Our goal is to be a great restaurant where people can gather and feel welcome. No matter if you
are an Alabama or Auburn fan, I think everyone can agree that life
is better with great food and great restaurants in your local area!”
Visit the website: pappospizzeria.com For information or interviews: email pappo@papposbrewco.com FB: PaPPo’s Pizzeria &
Pub Huntsville Memorial Pkwy

Nuisance
Wildlife
Control
For all your nuisance animal problems and repairs

JAMES SWEEZY
256.636.1168
www.theanimalcontrol.com
bestversionmedia.com
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Rocket City Trash Pandas:

Meet Director of Broadcasting Josh Caray
By Bob Druckman, Publisher South Huntsville Neighbors
Josh Caray is the voice of the Rocket City Trash Pandas. He is a 16-year veteran of
broadcasting. Before coming to the Trash Pandas, Josh was the football and basketball
play-by-play broadcaster for Stony Brook University on Long Island.
Josh is also the son of the late Skip Caray, the longtime voice of the Atlanta Braves and the
grandson of Harry Caray, the legendary broadcaster who spent over 50 years in baseball.
I had the pleasure of spending time with Josh, talking about baseball and broadcasting.
Tell us about your background.
I am from Atlanta, GA, and attended Oglethorpe University, where I majored in Communications and minored in History. I started my broadcasting career in Rome, GA, which
is a Class A team of the Braves. I really didn’t know if I wanted to do broadcasting, so
I did it on a whim. I fell in love with the lifestyle, the camaraderie with the players, the
bus rides, you name it, I loved it. Broadcasters are usually frustrated athletes, so this was
perfect for me. I am a Southern boy at heart and am thrilled to be back in the South with
the Trash Pandas.
What makes working in the minor leagues so special?
Minor league baseball, in my opinion, is a more pure form of the game. The players
and the staff all go the extra mile to reach the ultimate goal of getting the call up to the
Major Leagues.

Featured Article

Spillman brothers journey from West
African orphanage to DI football

Image Courtesy: Provided

By Andrew Florio, BVM Sports
Journalist

The Spillman brothers were born in Sierra Leone, a country on the southwest coast of West
Africa where 53% of the population makes less than $1.25 per day. There was never a
thought of pursuing an education at an American university. This changed in 2013. Nate
and Edwin, who were 8 and 7 years old respectively at the time, were able to come to
the United States through a missionary orphanage program. Not too long after coming
over, they quickly found a love for the game of football… Scan to continue reading
@BVMSports

@bvm.sports
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Let us help you with

DEBRIS REMOVAL

You really have to work harder as a staff member in the minors.
Everyone has multiple roles and that keeps us busy. For instance,
when they roll out the tarp at the game two of the people doing it
are our Executive Vice- Presidents. Broadcasters typically work
seasonally, but as a full time staff member during the offseason, I
will make sales calls and work in community relations. These are
the things that the fans don’t see. There is more pressure at the
Major League Level, but more work in the minors.
What training do you need to become a broadcaster?
It’s really on the job training. Get behind a microphone either
on TV or radio and get better. Have others critique you. There
are training schools out there but nothing compares to on the
job training.
What advice would you give aspiring broadcasters?
First, get ready to not make a lot of money, (laughs). But, from
another point of view, get involved with everything in high school
and college; by that I mean, call small sports that others won’t do.
Everyone wants to broadcast baseball, basketball and football, but
no one wants to broadcast soccer, lacrosse, golf etc. Cast a wide
net and the industry will take you in the direction, it’s about the
love of the game and the love of the art.
How do you prepare for a game?
It’s really a daily process. I usually get here about 3 ½ hours before game time to talk to the players and coaches and watch batting practice. About 5 hours before game time, I receive the media
notes from the opposing team along with a pronunciation guide.
That can be enormous help. You always want to strive for accuracy and keep mistakes to a minimum.

We are here to assist you
in your debris removal!

Roadside Plus
Private . Ground . Transport .
We are a PRIVATE/SHARED GROUND TRANSPORTATION SERVICE

256.970.5044
www.roadsideplusllc.com
P.O. Box 716 Huntsville, Al 35804

SERVICES WE OFFER
✓ Pet Transport
✓ Roadside Assistance
✓ Rideshare

Anything . Anytime . Anywhere .

What is your favorite broadcast story?
I have two actually. I had never been late to call a game and just
recently, I was driving on I-24. We were playing the Chattanooga
Lookouts that night. Well, a chicken truck overturned and I didn’t
get to the game until the 4th inning.
The other is more poignant. I was broadcasting in Rome, GA.
The Rome Braves were losing 5-0 in the 8th inning, and they
came back to win 6-5. My dad was quite ill in Atlanta. He called
me after the game and said “Keep up the good work.” Two days
later he passed away.
What’s your favorite Dad Story?
Other than the one from 2008, which I spoke about, he surprised
me with a visit to Rome GA one evening. I had a bad throat. I did
a couple of innings and I was struggling. He volunteered to take
the next three innings. Imagine a 33 year veteran of major league
baseball calling a Class A minor league game. Working with him
was a thrill.
What's your favorite Harry story?
I was just a kid, maybe 7 or 8, and he took me to a high end restaurant in Atlanta’s Buckhead section. We were there with some
other sports personalities. Even at that age I was able to balance a
spoon on my nose. Well, I got bored and balanced a spoon on my
nose. Harry saw this and started to do the same thing, or at least
he tried. He couldn’t. He knocked off his glasses and everyone in
the restaurant was just looking at him. To me he was just Grandpa.
bestversionmedia.com
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Parents, Be Involved

By Brandi Lumley, Principal Saint Anne Catholic School

As days are starting to get shorter and schools are opening their
doors, it is important to make sure your students are ready for
the new school year. Supplies have been bought, book bags are
ready to go, and lunches packed, but how can parents/guardians
help students ease back into the routine of balancing homework,
sports, after-school activities, and social life? Be involved.

“Cultivating Truth,Goodness and Beauty”
3910 A Spring Ave, Decatur, AL 35603

256.353.6543
www.saintanndecatur.org
BRANDI LUMLEY -Principal
principal@saintanndecatur.org
"CELEBRATING OVER 60 YEARS"

Parent involvement is not only an important aspect of the school
but also in the lives of the students. It shows the students the
importance of school and their self-worth. Parents showing interest and concern for the educational institute leads to respect
from the students. It opens the door to communication to help
understand and embrace the lives of the students. As parents,
our plates can feel like they are overfilled and create frustration.
Thinking about being involved with the schools is one more
item on my plate, one less evening at home, or even one less
Saturday to do what I want to do, but it can create an environment of belonging, understanding, and support. By becoming
involved, parents and guardians create a support group of people
going through the same journey.
Schools are working harder to create additional support for parents through group meetings, parenting classes, and opportunities to connect with the community around them. Parent Teacher
Organizations (PTO) provides conversations with other parents
on important topics not only in the school but in the social wellbeing of the students. Getting involved with school events such
as festivals or picnics provides parents the opportunity to have
conversations with one another. Even volunteer opportunities
in the school such as helping with class projects or reading to
classes open the doors for smoother communication between
parents and teachers. Being involved creates opportunities to
help ensure the success of our students. As the saying goes “It
takes a village,” a village is what is created when you become
involved in your school.
Saint Ann takes pride in parent involvement throughout the
school year. We provide various opportunities for our parents to
fully involve themselves in our school to create a family atmosphere. Saint Ann School is a Pre-kindergarten through eighth
grade program providing excellent faith-based education. For
more information, please contact us by dialing 256-353-6543,
email secretary@saintanndecatur.org, or check out our website
saintanndecatur.org
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Mercedes-Benz of Huntsville:

Meet Will Gardner, Sales Consultant
By Bob Druckman, Publisher South Huntsville Neighbors
Will Gardner is a 29 year veteran of the car business. For 17 of
those years he has sold Mercedes-Benz at various dealerships
across the South. Originally from Milwaukee, Will started selling
cars at a large dealership in Milwaukee. “I started out on the budget lot; they wanted to see if I could do the job.” He soon graduated to the showroom. “I learned so much about the car business
at that dealership.”
Since 2017, Will has been at Mercedes-Benz of Huntsville.
I had the opportunity to speak with Will about his career and Mercedes-Benz.
What does the Mercedes Star mean to you?
To me, the Star is the culmination of true luxury. It is an iconic
symbol that everyone knows. It has given me a lot in life and in
turn I always keep the shine on the star and never tarnish it.
What is your favorite Mercedes-Benz?
That’s a great question. The S 560 coupe is my favorite. It’s elegant, powerful and full of luxury. The new EQS electric vehicle
is an amazing car. It drives so well.

bestversionmedia.com

Tell us about how you work with your clients?
I am an informational sales consultant. When I meet a potential client for the first time I let them know that I will give them all the information that they need to make a purchase. I also value their time,
so if a trade is involved, while they are on the test drive their trade is
being appraised, saving them time.
When potential clients come into the dealership there is a heightened
fear factor and a lessened trust factor. I use the first 25-30 seconds to
let them know my approach. This lessens the fear factor and heightens the trust factor. I want to put everyone in a position to purchase
a vehicle.
What would you like the readers of South Huntsville Neighbors
to know about you?
I like to make it simple, keep it simple, and provide unparalleled
individualized service.

Mercedes-Benz The Best Or Nothing
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L iving L ife,

Meet Jeremy and Meggan Sanders
By Meggan and Jeremy Sanders as told to Bob Druckman, photo by Mandi Cook Photography
Meggan and Jeremy Sanders are a couple that have
their strong faith bonding them. They are the owners
of All Clean, a full service cleaning company based
in Huntsville. Jeremy has two daughters, Jovanna and
Alexandria. Jeremy and Meggan also are dog lovers.
They have two dogs Tyson and Scooter.
How did you and Jeremy meet?
I was working at a walk-in doctor’s office in December of 2009. My friend wanted me to put up a dating
profile for her. I told her that I would put up a profile
for me first. I went onto the website in January 2010
to remove my profile. Jeremy had looked at my profile but never messaged me. I message him by saying,
“Hey, what’s up with looking at my profile but not
messaging me ;)?” And so it started! That was 12 ½
years ago.
Tell us about yours and Jeremy’s career
I worked in retail for 14 years, and Jeremy worked in
food service for 16 years.
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Tell us about yours and Jeremy’s hobbies, church affiliations, volunteer work, & sports teams you follow.
Jeremy’s hobbies are computer games, playing poker, and spending time with family. He grew up in a Baptist church
in Pensacola, Florida. His favorite sports teams are the Dallas Cowboys, Huntsville Havoc, and Florida Seminoles.
My hobbies are bowling, watching any type of crime shows, and spending quality time with my two daughters, and
two dogs. Jeremy says I spoil them more than I do him! I have been a member of First Christian Church. I’ve done
a lot of mission trips. My favorite sports teams are Huntsville Havoc & Alabama Football!
Tell us about yours and Jeremy’s favorite vacation spot.
Jeremy and I both love going to any of the Alabama/Florida beaches. It’s definitely an adventure when it comes to
camping instead of staying at a condo!
What is it about Huntsville that you enjoy the most?
I was born and raised mostly around Huntsville. I love all the
shopping you can do. Jeremy likes the fact that Huntsville has a
small town feel to it even though it's big.
If you and Jeremy had a motto, what would it be?
We have both lost family members, so we would say to always
live life like there’s no tomorrow.
How did you and Jeremy decide to do what you are
doing today?
My mother’s health was declining, and I couldn’t return to work.
I was already cleaning houses on the side, and we were both
tired of working for other people/companies and needed to have
a lot of flexibility. So we decided to start All Clean!

Local Family
Owned
Business

YOUR PATH TO LESS STRESS
“We Save You Time So You Can Spend It On What Matters Most”

Standard Cleaning, Deep Cleaning,
Move In/Move Out/ Post Renovation

We Also Clean Carpets, Pressure Wash And Clean Windows
Licensed ✦ Bonded ✦ Background Checked ✦ Drug Screen
STRESS FREE GUARANTEE - If You Don’t Like The Clean,
We Will Make It Right No Extra Charge

www.theallcleanteam.com

✦

256-929-0390

ALABAMA LICENSED HOME BUILDER AND GENERAL CONTRACTOR

“We Can Stop A Leak In A Creek”
Roofing | Interiors | Exteriors
A GAF Master Elite Certified Contractor.

✦

Jeremy Sanders
Owner

office@theallcleanteam.com

Lymphatic Drainage Specialists
of North Alabama
Annie Ogle, LMT #2218
Lymphatic Drainage Specialist

910 Merchant’s Walk, Huntsville, Alabama

931.638.6116

arogle@gmail.com

"Our dedication to customer satisfaction
has been the key to our success"

1462 Jordan Road Huntsville, AL 35811
(256) 533-1213 • lewisandsonroofing-hsv.com
sales@lewisandsonroofing-hsv.com
bestversionmedia.com

www.lymphaticdrainagespecialistsofnorthalabama.com
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Hearing Health NIHL Part 2: Prevention
Our noisy world can take a toll on the delicate structures of the
inner ear. Noise is unwanted and/or harmful sound, which has
adverse impact on auditory and non-auditory health. Noise pollution can result in permanent loss of hearing and is a public health
threat. Hazardous levels of noise vibrate the inner ear hair cells with
such force that it damages their ability to send electrical signals to
the brain. Our ears’ ability to detect, recognize and make sense of
sound depends on these electrical signals.
Noise Induced Hearing Loss (NIHL) can happen at any age. It is
irreversible and worsens over time. The most vulnerable ears belong to children and teens. It is estimated that 1 in 7 children and
adolescents (ages 6-19 years) and 1 in 4 adults (ages 20-69 years)
have suffered permanent damage to their hearing from excessive
noise exposure. Harmful noise exposure can come from toys, band
practice, woodworking, movies, concerts, sporting events, hobbies,
lawn equipment, shooting guns, fireworks, etc. The use of headphones/earbuds with Personal Audio Systems (PAS) has increased
the risk of NIHL for all ages, especially children. PAS use is unsafe
when sound channeled directly into the ear is played at high levels.
Symptoms of NIHL include the inability to distinguish high frequency sounds like “s”, “f”, “th” and “sh”, causing words like
“shell”, “sell”, and “fell” hard to tell apart. It is difficult to understand what other people are saying, especially when it is noisy.

By Anita Giles MS, CCC-A Audiologist,
Physicians Hearing Center

Other people may notice that you talk loudly. You may have tinnitus—ringing, roaring or buzzing sounds in your ears or experience
discomfort to loud sounds.
Pay attention to noise levels at work and play. How long, how
often and how close to the loud sound you are increases the risk
of noise damage.
Sound is too loud when:
You have to speak louder to hear each other or are unable to hear
someone three feet away from you.
After exposure, your hearing is dull or muffled or you have ear pain
or ringing in the ears.
5 ways to protect your hearing:
1. Lower the volume
2. Move away from the noise

3. Take breaks from the noise

4. Avoid loud, noisy activities and places
5. Use hearing protection

If you can’t avoid noise, protect your hearing. Hearing Protection
Devices (HPDs) like earplugs and earmuffs reduce the level of
sound entering your ear but do not completely block out all sounds.
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HPDs must fit properly to provide protection. Earmuffs should be
snug on the head and seal around the ear to be effective. PAS use
can be made safer with well-fitting headphones, deeper fitting earbuds or transducers with noise canceling or limiting features and
the listening level set below 50% volume setting.
Be Aware of noise—Take Action to prevent noise damage to your
ears. If you are concerned, have your hearing checked.
Noise Induced Hearing Loss can be prevented.
EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES:
Noisy Planet www.noisyplanet.nidcd.nih.gov/
Dangerous Decibels www.dangerousdecibels.org/
Ear Peace Foundation www.earpeacefoundation.org/
Know Your Noise www.knowyournoise.nal.gov.au/
REFERENCES:
American Speech-Language-Hearing Association
www.HealthyHearing.com
www.nidcd.nih.gov
http://bit.ly/HJcurrent
http://journals.lww.com/thehearingjournal
Personal Audio Systems Unsafe At Any Sound
By Jan Mayes, MSc, and Daniel Fink, MD
Noise as a Public Health Hazard
By Jamie Banks, PhD, MSc, and Daniel Fink, MD, MBA
Noise-Induced Hearing Loss: What Your Patients Don’t Know Can Hurt Them
By Gina Shaw
Too Loud: Noise Exposure in Everyday Life is Causing Hearing Loss
By Daniel Fink, MD, and Jan Mayes, MSc
Protecting Infant’s and Children’s Hearing
By Sophie Balk, MD and Daniel Fink, MD

bestversionmedia.com
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Total Wellness, Let’s Explain
By Brittni Moreno, BritFit, LLC
When you think of wellness, what comes to mind? For most people
it's walking their 10,000 steps, for some it’s eating organic, and
for others, it is their diet. More too often we see wellness defined
as self-care or personal wellness. Though personal wellness is a
part of total wellness, it's so much more intricate than that. There
are six areas of wellness that, when working together, creates total wellness: emotional, occupational, physical, social, intellectual,
and spiritual.
Emotional wellness is defined as the ability to successfully handle
life’s stresses and adapt to change and difficult times. Environmental factors, relationships, stress, physical health, and more can be
negative factors; however what needs to be stressed more is that
most of these factors are not in our control. So how can you be
emotionally well? Learning how to be a manager of your emotions
is the first step. This does not mean repressing emotions but dealing
with what you feel in a healthy way. Talking with someone about
your emotional concerns and sharing your feelings with others in a
healthy way can help you.
Occupational wellness is achieved if you are doing work that is
meaningful to you and that aligns with your values and financial
obligations. Improving your occupational wellness can be as sim-

ple as doing a job that you enjoy. If that is not possible at the moment, then stay focused on working towards what you want, but
in the meantime, find the positives at your current job and make
connections with your co-workers.
Physical wellness is simply doing what you can to help strengthen
and care for your body, which does not mean the same for everyone, but there are some basic things you can do to be physically
well. To achieve physical wellness it is important to eat well – eating food that agrees with your body, knowing what foods make you
feel different and excluding them from your diet. Also, get up and
get moving.
Social wellness refers to our relationships with other people and
how we interact with them. It has been proven that individuals who
have healthy, supportive relationships tend to be happier. You can
improve your social wellness by building a community of people
around you that have similar interests, like beliefs, and who support
you in personal growth.
Intellectual wellness is the practice of continuing to grow intellectually. We all know that there is some intrinsic reward associated
with learning especially when it comes to things we care about.
Grow intellectually well by reading books and magazines, staying
up to date on current events, practicing problem solving, or learning
a new skill.
Spiritual wellness is achieved through building awareness of
purpose and our place in the world as a whole, serving the community, spending time in nature, and meditating. It does not have
to be associated with organized religion but it can be. However,
being spiritually well can help find purpose, self-awareness, morality, and integrity.

Bringing Overall Well Being
To All Individuals Including Kids

––– PLEASE CHOOSE –––

Star Discount Pharmacy 256-650-2335 NABP# 0135055
7900 Bailey Cove Rd SE Suite R Huntsville AL 35802

Get Free Resources and Learn How to Manage Your Pain Safely at

SaferPainManagement.com or call 1-866-SPM-4111

Brittni Moreno
info@britfithwf.com
678-989-7155
www.britfithwf.com
"There are three choices in life: give up,
give in, or GIVE IT ALL YOU'VE GOT!"
- Les Mills
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Detecting Early
Warning Signs of
Currently, there is no cure for ADHD, but treatment plans are available. After receiving a diagnosis, parents can choose the best treatment option recommended by a healthcare professional.

in Children
By Taneia Surles, MPH, HAPPI Health
Most people expect young children to be full of energy burned off
by playing with toys, having fun with friends, or other forms of
physical activity. However, what happens when a child cannot focus at school after playtime? When a child cannot concentrate for
an extended period or get tasks done, there’s a strong possibility
that they’re showing early signs of ADHD.
ADHD, or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, is the “ongoing
pattern of inattention and/or hyperactivity-impulsivity that interferes with functioning or development” (NIH, 2022). A 2016 report
revealed that the mental health condition was found in 6.1 million
(or 9.4%) children aged 2-17 years old in the United States (CDC,
2020). People often intertwine ADHD and ADD (attention deficit
disorder), although the former includes hyperactivity.
According to Meagan Gusmus, a CRNP at HAPPI Health’s behavioral health department, signs of ADHD can arise once they start
school. “At age four or five, they’re entering preschool and kindergarten, where a parent may see a (behavioral) difference between
their child versus another child,” says Gusmus. “Then, getting that
child into a school structure can be more of an issue.”
The three main signs of ADHD are inattention, impulsivity, and
hyperactivity. These categories are further broken down by the following symptoms: (Johns Hopkins Medicine, 2022):
• Forgetfulness

Treatment for ADHD can include (Story, C.M., 2022):
• Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT)

• Stimulants such as amphetamine or Adderall
• Non stimulants like atomoxetine (Strattera) or
bupropion (Wellbutrin)

• Supplements such as zinc, magnesium, and vitamin B-6

At HAPPI Health, parents can get their children tested for ADHD
with T.O.V.A. and receive CBT and other behavioral services at our
Sparkman clinic at 2597 Sparkman Drive.
Meagan Gusmus is a board-certified family nurse practitioner. She
graduated with her BSN in Nursing at the University of North Alabama and obtained her MSN-FNP in Nursing at Troy University.
She has a nursing background in long-term care, rehabilitation, and
senior mental health. She enjoys working at HAPPI Health, especially with the HAPPI Behavioral Health services.
SOURCES:
Attention-Deficit / Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) in Children. (2022).
Johns Hopkins Medicine. www.hopkinsmedicine.org/health/conditionsand-diseases/adhdadd
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder. (2022). National Institute of
Mental Health (NIMH). www.nimh.nih.gov/health/topics/attention-deficithyperactivity-disorder-adhd
Data and Statistics About ADHD | CDC. (2020, November 16). Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention. www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/adhd/data.html
Story, C. M. (2019, March 22). 6 Natural Remedies for ADHD. Healthline.
www.healthline.com/health/adhd/natural-remedies#side-effects
The Test of Variables of Attention (T.O.V.A.®) version 9. (2022). The
TOVA Company. www.tovatest.com

• Poor academic performance

SERVICES PROVIDED:

• Having to repeat kindergarten or another elementary school
grade

• Primary Care
• Urgent Care
• Women's
Health
• Family
Medicine

• Lack of attentiveness
• Carelessness

• Poor organizational skills
• Constant fidgeting

• Regular daydreaming

For ADHD, there are several methods to diagnose this condition.
At HAPPI Health, Gusmus and other practitioners use the Test of
Variable Attention (T.O.V.A.). T.O.V.A. is a computerized neuropsychological assessment that measures a patient’s attention and
inhibitory control for those aged four and up (T.O.V.A. Test, 2022).
bestversionmedia.com

DR. KYLE

Phone (appointments):

256.519.3650

www.happihealth.org

813 Franklin St SE, Huntsville, AL
2597 Sparkman Drive NW, Huntsville AL

• Physicals
• Men's Health
• Behavioral
Health
• Pediatric
Care

HAPPI Health is proud
to announce we provide
the COVID VACCINE and
COVID TESTING.
During the Covid-19 pandemic
our offices are offering
TeleHealth Medicine*
visits to our patients.
* Please do note that you must be an established patient
of HAPPI to qualify for Telehealth Medicine visits.
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Questions to Ask Your Car Insurance Agent
When shopping for insurance rates, it’s important to evaluate the
company and the agent or representative you’ll be working with.
When you’re faced with an insurance claim, and stress is high,
you’re going to want someone that can help you during the process. After finding an agent you trust, there are a few questions you
should ask. If he or she can’t answer the questions below, it may be
time to find another agent.

are, it’s important to know what your policy does NOT cover. Ask
specific questions about what is not covered because you may be
surprised. Does your policy include coverage for any rental cars
you may be driving? If someone else is driving your car when an
accident happens, will your policy still cover the damages? Don’t
assume you already know the answers.

What happens after I file a claim?
Ask your agent about the typical turnaround time for providing a
claim. Ask if you will be dealing directly with the agent or with a
claims adjuster on claims status updates. Having to file an insurance
claim is never fun; but, knowing what to expect and how the process will go may ease your worries. Read customer reviews online
about the company’s claims service to get more insight.

Do I have enough car insurance coverage?
Each state requires different minimum policy limits, so having
enough insurance may mean different things to different people,
and there’s no such thing as “full coverage.” One serious claim
could quickly knock out your policy limits, so talk to your agent
about additional coverages and features, and ask for quotes on various policy limits. You may be surprised how little your premium
goes up for a substantial bump in coverage limits.

Alfa® lets you file a claim through your agent or service center, by
phone at 1-800-964-2532, online, or through the Alfa2Go® mobile
app https://www.alfainsurance.com/mobile-app

What isn’t covered on my auto insurance policy?
After you understand what your auto policy coverages and limits

F
PROO

O

What is my deductible? How much will I have to pay if I’m in
an accident?
Your deductible is the amount of money you pay before your auto
insurance will pay out additional expenses, up to the policy limit.
Typically, the higher the deductible you choose, the lower the auto
premium; but make sure you choose a deductible that you can reasonably afford.
Ask your agent to confirm what you will have to pay out of
pocket following an accident, and find out if there are any fees
beside the deductible that you may have to come out of pocket
for (like the price of a rental car while your car is in the shop,
for example).

PRO

PRO

By Todd Powers, Alfa Insurance

OF

Should I get an umbrella policy?
An umbrella policy1 is liability coverage that goes beyond your
auto and homeowners liability limits. Considering a personal umbrella policy2 is always a good idea for added protection. Ask your
agent if he or she thinks an umbrella
policy is something you need in addition to your auto policy.
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Whether you’re a first-time insurance
buyer or a long-time policyholder,
Alfa’s hometown agents are ready to
answer any questions you may have.
Contact Todd Powers today and get
a free quote! www.alfainsurance.
com/insurance/auto/quote-and-bind/
alabama-quote

Proudly Servicing the North Alabama Area!

Call 256-883-8598 or email tpowers@
alfains.com Todd Powers to learn more
about Alfa Insurance.
Links for Umbrella Policy

1. www.alfainsurance.com/insurance/otherinsurance/personal-umbrella
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Yes, It’s Still A Good Time To Buy A Home Regardless
of Mortgage Rates By Darin Windham, Realtor, Key Finders Group RE/Max Alliance
With mortgage rates beginning to go up, is it still a good time to
purchase a home? And the answer is absolutely yes! Read on for
some background on rates and the influence you can have on your
mortgage rate.
How mortgage rates have changed over time
Today’s mortgage interest rates are well below the highest annual
average rate recorded by Freddie Mac – 16.63% in 1981. A year
before the COVID-19 pandemic upended economies across the
world, the average interest rate for a 30-year fixed-rate mortgage
for 2019 was 3.94%. The average rate for 2021 was 2.96%, the
lowest annual average in 30 years.
The historic drop in interest rates means homeowners who have
mortgages from 2019 and older could potentially realize significant interest savings by refinancing with one of today’s lower interest rates. When considering a mortgage refinance or purchase,
it’s important to take into account closing costs such as appraisal,
application, origination and attorney’s fees. These factors, in addition to the interest rate and loan amount, all contribute to the
cost of a mortgage.

will require you to pay for private mortgage insurance, which
protects the lender (not you) if you fail to repay the mortgage.
• Home location/price — Interest rates can vary depending on
what state you live in and where in the state you’re buying.
Likewise, if you need to borrow a lot more than average (a jumbo loan) or very little, you may get a higher interest rate.
• Repayment term — The lowest rates typically come with 10or 15-year terms, while 30-year terms usually have the highest
interest rates.
So if you are thinking about purchasing a home, reach out to your
lender. Or let us help put you in touch with someone local and reputable who can help you get preapproved, and answer any of those
questions about mortgages and interest rates.
Darin can be contacted at 256-652-9032
or darin@keyfindersgroup.com
“Happy Clients Are The Key To Our Success"

Factors that influence mortgage rates (and are in your control)
Many factors affect what mortgage interest rate you can qualify for,
and some of them are within your control. Improving these factors
could help you qualify for a lower interest rate.
• Credit score — Generally, the lowest interest rates go to borrowers with the highest credit scores.
• Debt-to-income ratio — DTI is a percentage that compares
your total debts with your income. To calculate DTI, divide
your monthly gross income by the total of all your monthly
minimum debt payments. Generally, lenders prefer a DTI of
35% or less.
• Down payment amount — Generally, lenders (and many sellers) look favorably on a higher down payment amount. If you put
down less than 20% of the home’s purchase price, many lenders

bestversionmedia.com

DARIN WINDHAM
REALTOR
256.652.9032
darin@keyfindersgroup.com
www.KeyfindersGroup.com

HAPPY CLIENTS THE KEY TO OUR SUCCESS!
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Heat Pumps

By Elvis Neckles, Owner 1800 Plumber+ Air Huntsville

Heat pumps offer an energy-efficient alternative to furnaces and air
conditioners for all climates. Like your refrigerator, heat pumps use
electricity to transfer heat from a cool space to a warm space, making the cool space cooler and the warm space warmer. During the
heating season, heat pumps move heat from the cool outdoors into
your warm house. During the cooling season, heat pumps move
heat from your house into the outdoors. Because they transfer heat
rather than generate heat, heat pumps can efficiently provide comfortable temperatures for your home.
There are three main types of heat pumps connected by ducts: airto-air, water source, and geothermal. They collect heat from the air,
water, or ground outside your home and concentrate it for use inside.
The most common type of heat pump is the air-source heat pump,
which transfers heat between your house and the outside air. Today's
heat pump can reduce your electricity use for heating by approximately 50% compared to electric resistance heating such as furnaces and
baseboard heaters. High-efficiency heat pumps also dehumidify better
than standard central air conditioners, resulting in less energy usage
and more cooling comfort in summer months. Air-source heat pumps
have been used for many years in nearly all parts of the United States,
but until recently they have not been used in areas that experienced
extended periods of subfreezing temperatures. However, in recent
years, air-source heat pump technology has advanced so that it now
offers a legitimate space heating alternative in colder regions.

VETERAN OWNED
& OPERATED

The Name You Trust for your

Plumbing and HVAC Needs
Plumbing, Cooling,
Heating and Emergency

SERVICES
C: (256) 441-6526
O: (256) 251-7522
9668 Madison Blvd., Ste. 315
Madison, AL 35758
Your Huntsville Plumbing, Heating & Cooling Professional

For homes without ducts, air-source heat pumps are also available
in a ductless version called a mini-split heat pump.
A relatively new type of heat pump for residential systems is the
absorption heat pump (AHP), also called a gas-fired heat pump.
Absorption heat pumps use heat or thermal energy as their energy
source, and can be driven with a wide variety of heat sources such
as combustion of natural gas, steam solar-heated water, air or geothermal-heated water, and therefore are different from compression
heat pumps that are driven by mechanical energy. AHPs are more
complex and require larger units compared to compression heat
pumps. The lower electricity demand of such heat pumps is related
to the liquid pumping only.
A number of innovations are improving the performance of heat
pumps.
Unlike standard compressors that can only operate at full capacity,
two-speed compressors allow heat pumps to operate close to the
heating or cooling capacity needed at any particular outdoor temperature, saving energy by reducing on/off operation and compressor wear. Two-speed heat pumps also work well with zone control
systems; Zone control systems, often found in larger homes, use
automatic dampers to allow the heat pump to keep different rooms
at different temperatures.
Some models of heat pumps are equipped with variable-speed or
dual-speed motors on their indoor fans (blowers), outdoor fans, or
both. The variable-speed controls for these fans attempt to keep the
air moving at a comfortable velocity, minimizing cool drafts and
maximizing electrical savings. It also minimizes the noise from
the blower running at full speed.
Some high-efficiency heat pumps are equipped with a desuperheater, which recovers waste heat from the heat pump's cooling mode
and uses it to heat water. A desuperheater-equipped heat pump can
heat water two to three times more efficiently than an ordinary electric water heater.
SOURCE: energy.gov

Google Reviews:
Neville Simpson
Elvis and his team are the best in the business. Always friendly and
professional and most importantly they get the job done right.
Tyler Ross
They are a very great team - high integrity! Veteran owned company too!
5.0 Stars: HomeAdvisor Review by John B. in Madison, AL
Project: Install or Repair a Toilet
Comments: FANTASTIC! Chris Osmer was early, informative,
friendly and did the job quicker, more professionally than another
company we hired months ago. Absolute pleasure to have him visit!
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What’s the Big Deal with Wallpaper?

By Carolyn Kimbro, Peachtree Interior Design

What’s the deal with Wallpaper? Wallpaper was beginning to be
phased out, but it is making a big resurgence in the world of interior
design. Open any national magazine highlighting interiors these days
and you will see a beautiful space utilizing wallcoverings. Many interior designers are pulling wallpaper into their projects and homeowners are looking for ways they can elevate their homes with this look.

REVIEWS:

Admit it, the first thing that popped into your head when you heard
wallpaper was an image of your grandparents’ home. I see it in the
faces of my clients when I suggest using it in their projects; they
are imagining the old floral prints of the past. Today, many fabric
companies are collaborating with well known fashion and interior
designers to create the next generation of wall coverings. Wallpaper
adds a finishing touch to homes and is a great conversation piece if
used in the right way.

We were thrilled with the great "face lift" that Carolyn gave to our
thirty year old home. The vision and execution of an incredible design were flawless. We were so pleased that, a year later, we hired
her again to complete a job on another home – Former Client

Looking for a way to add a wallcovering into your home? Start by
searching for a wallpaper pattern that you love. There is a pattern out
there for everyone. Everything from traditional patterns to modern
geometrics is available. You can even find removable wallpaper if you
want to add an accent to your home without the long-term commitment. Find something that is cohesive with the style of your house,
the point is to use this as a feature that fits in with the overall design.

Carolyn is a dream to work with as she's not only a great listener
but also a tremendous communicator. She has a real gift for understanding each client's personal style and tastes, creating a beautiful
design that meets the need and budget. - N. Shields

Carolyn took the time to make selections that matched our existing
furnishings and personalities. She has an extremely keen eye for
color and style. My husband and I feel as if our home of 35 years is
brand new. - Former Client
I highly recommend Carolyn! She did a fantastic job with the color
and material selections. Our contractor never had to wait on her
for product or answers. Looking forward to spending many years
enjoying our beach place! - B. Fester

Decide where you want to use your wallpaper. If you want to try
this trend but don’t want to commit to a whole room, try using it on
an accent wall. Adding an accent wall of wallpaper to any room is a
bold alternative to simply painting one wall a different color.
If one wall isn’t the look you want you can try pairing wallpaper with
moulding, such as board and batten or shiplap. This will keep your
chosen pattern from overwhelming a small room and has a unique
finished look. If you love the look of wallpaper but aren’t ready to
commit to using it in a main living area, try adding it in a powder
bathroom or as an accent in the back of a bookcase. These smaller
spaces can easily be elevated with a bold pattern to set them apart.
Wallpaper doesn’t need to be intimidating; simply adding a small
amount can make a big statement to any room in your home.
bestversionmedia.com

www.peachtreeinterior.com
hello@peachtreeinterior.com
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A Code of Values

Photo by Mandi Cook Photography

By Brent Bailey Owner, DreamMaker Bath and Kitchen

Our Office Manager and I were going over the myriad of home
remodeling topics to cover. During a recent interview with a potential new employee, she came up with a great idea. Share our
DreamMaker Bath & Kitchen Code of Values™
We share with any new employee, rehearse in weekly meetings,
and display it prominently in our showroom. Why not share with
you?!
We believe . . .
in superior service to our customers, our community and to each
other as members of the DreamMaker team.
in counting our blessings every day in every way.

success is the result of clear, cooperative, positive thinking.
that loyalty adds meaning to our lives.

management should seek out and recognize what people are doing right, and treat every associate with respect.
challenges should be used as learning experiences.

our Creator put us on this earth to succeed. We will accept our daily successes humbly, knowing that a higher power is guiding us.
in the untapped potential of every human being. Every person we
help achieve their potential fulfills our mission.
we must re-earn our positions every day in every way.

in building our country through the free enterprise system.

We demonstrate this belief by continually attracting strong people
to the DreamMaker team.
We live our code of values by . . .
Respect
treating others as we would like to be treated.

listening with the intent to understand what is being said and acknowledging that what is said is important to the speaker.
responding in a timely fashion.

speaking calmly and respectfully, without profanity or sarcasm.
acknowledging everyone as right from their own perspective.

Integrity
making only agreements we are willing, able and intend to keep.

communicating any potentially broken agreements at the first appropriate opportunity to all parties concerned.
looking to the system for correction and proposing all possible
solutions if something is not working.
operating in a responsible manner; “above the line…”
communicating honestly and with purpose.

asking clarifying questions if we disagree or do not understand.

never saying anything about anyone that we would not say to him
or her.
Customer Focus
continuously striving to maximize internal and external customer
loyalty.
making our best effort to understand and appreciate the customer’s needs in every situation.

. . .and Having Fun in the process!
DreamMaker Bath & Kitchen of Huntsville invites you to give us
a call at 256-270-2211 to set up a consultation at our Design Studio located at 2340 Pansy Street in Huntsville. This consultation
gives you a chance to meet the DreamMaker team and see how to
make your remodeling project a reality.

Earth Contact Products – The Very Best
Solution for Your Foundation Problems
By Lee Allen, Allied Foundation and Crawlspace Solutions
The Causes of your Home’s Foundation Settlement
Evaporation Hot and dry conditions may cause soil to pull away from the foundation.
Settlement due to this foundation moisture imbalance could cause cracks to appear
throughout the structure.
Transpiration Tree roots could dehydrate the soil beneath the home causing soil shrinkage.
Plumbing Leaks Water from leaking plumbing is often a major contributor to foundation
problems including heaving.
Drainage Improper drainage will lead to excess moisture build up, which could erode or
consolidate soils. Excessive moisture may cause heaving of expansive soils.
Site Preparation Cut and fill situations, where soil is removed from part of the building
site and stacked on another, needs proper soil stabilization before a structure is built; otherwise unexpected movements of the soil beneath the foundation may occur.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Why Should I Have My Dryer Vent Inspected? By Trent Iley, Dryer Vent Squad
All it takes is one week on the road without a washer and dryer and
you’re thanking the heavens you’ve got these modern appliances in
your home. They certainly make life easier – especially if you’ve
got a big family.

cians all carry the C-DET® (Certified Dryer Exhaust Technician)
certification2 so you know you are getting a quality job done right
the first time. Dryer vent cleaning is all we do so we are the experts
in Huntsville.

But did you know that your clothes dryer could actually be a fire and
carbon monoxide hazard if you skip routine maintenance?

Why Are Dryer Exhaust Vent Inspections Necessary?
The number one thing you can do to reduce your clothes dryer fire
risk is to schedule an annual dryer exhaust vent inspection.

It’s true. Lint and debris can build up in your dryer duct, causing your
dryer to work overtime and creating potentially hazardous conditions
– like dangerous levels of carbon monoxide or even a house fire.
In fact, each year, there are around 2,900 clothes dryer fires1 here in
the U.S. – resulting in multiple deaths, around 100 injuries, and an
estimated $35 million in property loss.
Here at Dryer Vent Squad of Huntsville, we think those numbers are
too high. We aim to reduce those numbers, which is why our techni-

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24

Other Options (Alternate Repair Methods)
Tear Out and Replace Very expensive process, doesn’t address the
problem (additional settlement is likely to occur) very disruptive.
Concrete Pressed Piles Relies on skin friction to carry load. Not
installed past the active soil zone. Call backs are very common.
Drilled Concrete Piers Very disruptive and messy process. Not installed past the active soil zone. Call backs are very common.
The ECP Steel Push Pier System
The ECP Push Pier System is a permanent solution for your home's
settling foundation. It provides the very best option to repair your
foundation back to level. Steel piers are hydraulically driven thru
the patented steel bracket to a load bearing stratum as the entire
structure works as the reaction.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Installs to load bearing stratum
Permanent solution that prevents further settlement
Unlimited structure lifting capabilities
Installs with portable equipment (no heavy equipment needed)
Year round installation
Manifold lift allows for synchronized lift
10,000 psi hydraulic capabilities
100% proof tested
25 year warranty
Patented Design

Allied Crawlspace and
Solutions is an Authorized Installer of Earth
Contact Products.

Annual dryer exhaust vent inspections are more necessary today
than they were in the past. Why? Because of the complex construction of today’s homes.
Dryers in newer homes are typically located away from an outside
wall – in bathrooms, kitchens, and hall closets. While this is certainly convenient, it is potentially dangerous from a safety standpoint.
Here’s why: These locations mean longer venting distances and more
bends typically. As a result, dryer ducts are harder to access, and the
additional length creates more surface area for lint to collect and birds
and animals to hide. If you’re keeping up with routine inspections,
you’ll know when buildup, blockages, or issues are present, so you
can take care of them before they become a serious threat.
Resources
1. www.usfa.fema.gov/prevention/outreach/clothes_dryers.html
2. www.csia.org/homeowner-resources/find-a-certified-dryer-exhaust-technician

Keep Your Dryer Vents Clean
AVOID HOME FIRES!
To Schedule Service Call:

(256)715-2030
Dryer Vent Squad
of Huntsville

huntsville@dryerventsquad.com
dryerventsquad.com/huntsville
“When It Comes To Basements ALLIED Is All In”
Local And Family Owned Contractor
Customer First Approach
Proven Basement Waterproofing Solutions
Mold Treatment and Removal
Financing Options

256.580.3210
www.AlliedCrawlSpace.com
Alliedcs@yahoo.com
Providing Solutions To The Community Since 2011
Member NAHB, NARI, Basement Systems Network, Crawlspace Network

bestversionmedia.com
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Why You Need a Will and a Basic Plan for Your Assets
By Rebecca Winters, Attorney-at-Law, Rebecca Winters Law

According to a recent survey conducted by Caring.com, over twothirds of American adults do not have a will, or a basic plan for
their assets in the event of their passing. Many Americans believe
that estate planning, even in its most basic form, is for extremely
wealthy, older individuals. However, this is not correct. A will, and
other documents, such as a power of attorney, living will, and more,
can set a plan for your assets, your children, and yourself in the
event of your death, or in the event that you cannot make these
decisions for yourself.
It is never too soon for an adult to begin to make plans for their
assets, or children, should something happen. I often have people
question what happens to their things if they pass away without a
will. In Alabama, passing without a will is called dying intestate
(without a will), and the Alabama Code has provisions for exactly
how your possessions and assets are divided and who may receive
them. Every situation is unique, but the Code dictates where your
assets should go depending on who you leave behind; that could be
a spouse, children, grandparents, aunts, uncles and cousins. If you
have other plans about who you want to take possession of your
things, or to make decisions for you in the event you can’t, documents are necessary to carry out your wishes accordingly.

Innovative, Compassionate, Effective
1813 University Drive Suite 102
Huntsville, AL 35801
256-410-9350
www.rebeccawinterslaw.com
rebecca@rebeccawinterslaw.com
Divorce • Custody • Modifications • Adoptions

Further, other documents outside of a will can help to carry out
your wishes for yourself if something were to cause you to become
incapacitated and unable to make decisions for yourself. A medical
emergency can often divide families when making decisions for
their loved ones, or your family may make decisions for you that
are contrary to what you would have wanted. Having a plan in place
will alleviate the need for your family to make difficult decisions in
an already difficult time.
Who needs a will and other planning documents? Any adult who
wishes to have a say in their self or assets should they pass away
or become unable to make decisions for themselves, young adults
with minor children, adults with assets, no matter how small. Planning documents are not just for the wealthy and those with large
assets, and it is never too soon to think about the future. As we all
saw in 2020, we never know what the future holds, and it would not
hurt to have a plan in place.
If planning for your possessions or children is something that you
are considering, or if you are wondering if this is something you
should begin to draft, I would love to speak with you about your
needs, options, and what you might want to have in place should
something happen to you.
Disclaimer: This article is not intended to give legal advice and is for
general knowledge purposes only. No representation is being made that
the quality of legal services to be performed is greater than the quality
of legal services to be performed by other attorneys.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Every Child Should Swim Safely
By Ron Hicks, General Manager Pool Scouts Of Huntsville

The summer is in full swing. We celebrated Independence Day with our family and
friends. This is prime season for many families to enjoy their pools in more ways than
one. We all know that relaxing by the pool to beat the summer heat is the best way to have
fun. In our summer fun, it is essential to keep water safety at the forefront of everyone's
mind. Drowning can happen very quickly; it takes two minutes and two inches of water
for a child to drown.
According to the CDC, drowning is the leading cause of accidental death in the United
States for children ages four and under, and ten people per day drown in the United
States. According to the Alabama Public Health, 39% of accidental drownings occurred
in pools. With these alarming statistics, we can use a few tools to decrease accidental
drowning and keep our children safe. Education and training are vital to keeping our
children safe and reducing the number of drownings we have in Alabama. Pool Scouts of
Huntsville and the Hope Float Foundation have partnered to bring you a few tips to assist
in our initiative to help reduce the number of drownings in Alabama.
Let's ensure every child is safe while enjoying their water fun time. All children should
participate in swimming lessons. Participating in swim lessons reduces the risk of drowning by 88%. Hope Floats Foundation is making a difference through teaching swimming
lessons. They are partnering with swim schools and businesses across the country to provide swim lesson scholarships and swimming lessons. Another tip to help keep our children safe is to ensure all pools are maintained and water safe. Pool Scouts of Huntsville
is committed to water safety because we must continue focusing on preventing childhood
drownings nationwide. Water safety is a cause that is near and dear to our hearts here at
Pool Scouts. Not only are we focused on cleaning and maintaining pools, but we always
want to provide a safe environment for you and your family. That’s why it’s so essential
to spreading awareness about the importance of learning how to swim and keeping your
pool water safe!
National Water Safety Month was created by the Association of Pool & Spa Professionals
to raise awareness about water safety and to help everyone have safe, fun experiences in
and around the water. According to the CDC, drowning is the leading cause of accidental
death for children ages four and under. To reduce the number of drowning deaths and
eliminate this statistic, Pool Scouts partnered with Hope Floats Foundation (www.hopefloats.foundation) to raise money to assist in providing swim lessons for underprivileged
children who may not have an opportunity to learn how to swim. For every pool service
completed in the month of May, Pool Scouts donated $1 to go towards Hope Floats to
provide scholarships to children for swim lessons in our community. We take honor in
partnering with Hope Floats and believe that we can help save lives in our community.

AUNT CONNIE’S

Pet Sitting Service
256-690-7027
Connie Glenn
OWNER

Taking Care of Your
Pets When You Can't
Over 50 years of experience
Aunt Connie Will Care When You’re Not There
bestversionmedia.com

Ars Nova School of the Arts
2828 Drake Ave. Huntsville, AL 35805
www.arsnovahsv.com | info@arsnova.com

256.883.1105
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